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Eglestonite,[HgrlrClrOrH: Confirmation of the chemical formula by neutron
powder diffraction
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To settle the discussion on the chemical formula of eglestonite,synthetic material was
investigated by X-ray single crystal, neutron powder diffraction, and IR spectroscopic
methods. The results show unequivocally that the chemical formula is [HgJ.ClrOrH, although no peaks attributable to the OH stretching vibration were observedin the powder
IR absorption spectrum. From the good agreementbetween the structuresof natural and
synthetic eglestonite,as determined by X-ray single crystal methods, it is suggestedthat
they have the same chemical formula. The formula of the Br-dominant isotypic mineral
kadyrelite, for which Hgo@r,Cl)rOwas recently proposed, should also probably be modified to [Hg,],(Br,Cl)rO,H.
INrnooucrroN

and Vasiliev (1987) becauseIR investigations of eglestoThe rare cubic mercury mineral eglestonite was first nite powder from occurrencesin the USSR did not show
described based on a sample from Terlingua, Brewster bands for the OH stretching vibration. From this obserCounty, Texas, by Moses (1904), who proposed the vation, they decided to return to the formula HgoClrO of
chemical formula HguCl,O.. On the basis of another Hillebrand and Schaller (1910), which was also used for
chemical investigation, Hillebrand and Schaller (1909, Br-bearingeglestonite(VasilievandLavrentiev, 1986)and
l9l0) modified the formula to HgCt,O. This formula for the Br-dominant eglestoniteanaloguekadyrelite (Vawas generallyacceptedfor more than half a century, e.9., siliev, 1987).
by Wolfe (Palache et al., 1951), who determined a :
The controversy regarding the formula of eglestonite
16.00(4) A for probable space group la3d, by Hedlik thus concernsthe H content as well as the ratio Hg:Cl:O.
(1950), who approximately located the Hg atoms in a Inthispaperwepresenttheresultsofnewinvestigations
subcell with a/2, and by Rouse (1975), who found a :
of synthetic eglestonite,carried out in the hope of solving
16.0398(3) A and space group la3d. Mereiter and,Ze- the problem. Extension of the neutron investigation to
mann (1976) determined the crystal structure on material naturally occurring eglestonitewas unfeasiblebecauseof
from the same locality by X-ray methods [a : 16.036(3) the scarcity of the material.
A, space group la3dl. They found a cell content of 96
X-n'c'v STNGLECRYSTALsruDY oF SYNTHETTC
Hg, 48 Cl, and 32 O atoms, i.e., with a ratio Hg:Cl:O :
EGLESTONTTE
6:3:2, as given by Moses(1904).This stoichiometry,the
presenceof mercury as Hg, dumbbells characteristic of
From the samelot of synthetic eglestoniteused by MeHg(I), the presenceof 16 O-O contactsper unit cell with reiter and Zemann (1976) for the analltical HrO deterO-O: 2.59(7)A, andthelocationof theOatomsatthe
mination mentioned above, a dodecahedronwith a diapices of trigonal OHg, pyramids causedthe authors to ameter of -0.04 mm was selected for a structure
postulatethat the unit cell contains 16 H atoms at or near determination on an X-ray four-circle diffractometer
position l6(a) and to proposefor eglestonitethe chemical (Philips PWI100, MoKa radiation, graphite monochroformula [Hgr]rC1.OrH. This proposal was supported by mator). Spacegroup la3d ard a: 16.036(4)A were found,
analytical H.O determinations of eglestonitesynthesized as for natural eglestonitefrom Terlingua (cf. Palache et
under hydrothermalconditions,yielding 0.62,0.75, and al., l95l; Rouse, 1975;Mereiter andZ,emann,1976).In0.74 wto/oHrO, as compared with the theoretical value of tensities of reflections (395) with 0 : 2-25 were mea0.67 wo/ofor [Hgr]rClrOrH.
sured by @scanswith a scan range of 0.7o,corrected for
The formula of Mereiter and Zemann (1976) was re- absorption (p : 898 cm-r, transmissionfactors 0.151jected by Vershkovskaya et al. (1979) and by Kovaleva 0.176), and merged to 193 unique observed reflections
0003404x/92l0708-O839$02.00
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TABLE
2, Comparison
of atomicparameters
of naturalandsynthetic
eglestonite
z
Hg

NX
SX
SN
NX
SX
SN
NX
SX
SN
SN

0.17208(71 0.0136s(9)
0.17220(71 0.01354(9)
0.17229(71 0.01331(10)
Va
0.36297(44\
Va
0.36416(46)
Ve
0.36352(10)
0.0466(12) x
0.0446(11) x
0.0449(2) x
0.0069(11) x

0.00908(9)
0.0091
1(10)
0.0091
0(10)
th-

y
v4-y

v4y
x
x
x
x

4JB*
2.31
2.30
2.18
1.60(1
8)
1.e6(1
9)
1.50(4)
1.80(60)
1.13(60)
1.12(10)
1.63(38)

8."
B*
8""
Bu
1.04(s) 2.9e(7) 2.90(8) -0.01(5)
0.04(s)
1.04(5) 3.08(7) 2.77(81
0.89(6) 3.02(13) 2.62(141 -0.02(7)

4.

Ba

0.10(5) 0.25(6)
0.17(5) 0.12(6)
0.01(7) 0.05(8)

/Votei NX : natural eglestonite, X-ray data of Mereiter and Zemann (1976), SX : synthetic eglestonite, X-ray data, this work. SN : synthetic
egfestonite,neutron powder data, this work. Space group ,a34 a : 16.036(3)A, Z: 16 Hg6Cl3O,H.H position statisticallyoccupied by 16 H atoms
Der unit cell.

[R-** : 0.025, cutoff I > 2o(I)]. Least-squaresrefinements were initiated with the atomic parametersof natural eglestonite(Mereiter and Zemann, 1976), and convergedwith weights<,:: l/lor(F") + 0.0002.-F3lto R :
0 . 0 4 4 ,R * : 0 . 0 3 8 , a n d , S : 1 . 0 9 ,a n d r e s u l t e di n o n l y
minor parameter shifts. Tests of the occupancyfactors of
Hg, Cl, and O did not indicate the presenceofvacancies.
All calculations were carried out with the program
SHELXT6 (Sheldrick,1976),using neutral atom scattering functions with anomalous dispersion terms. Table I'
contains observed and calculated structure factors, and
atomic parametersare given in Table 2. Table 4 contains
interatomic distancesfor this refinement and for refinements of natural material and by neutron diffraction for
comparison.

16(a),site symmetry3l and placementnearbyat x: y:
z x 0.006 on the threefold axis [position 32(e), site symmetry 3, half occupancyl. Both positions are located between a pair of closely spacedO atoms and correspond
to a centered or an off-centered O-H-O H bond. Trial
refinementsshowed that the O and the centeredH position are fully occupied with an uncertainty ofa few percent. Technical details of the final refinement were 22
varied parametersfor eglestonite,consisting ofone scale
factor, Gaussian profile with three peak half-width parameters,asymmetry, angular zero, lattice constant 4, six
positional parameters, six anisotropic thermal parameters for Hg and isotropic thermal parameters for Cl, O,
and H. Only the scale factor was varied for the HgrCl,
admixture, and peak shape, asymmetry, and zero point
were the same as for eglestonite;structure and unit-cell
NnurnoN powDER DTFFRACTIoNsruDy oF
data of Hg,Cl, from Dorm (1971) were not varied. ScatSYNTHETIC EGLESTONITE
tering lengthsH:g: 12.66,Cl : 9.5792,O : 5.805, and
A 0.5-g sample of synthetic eglestonitefrom the same H : -3.7409 (in fm) accordingto Koesteret al. (1981).
lot as that usedby Mereiter and Zemann (1976) and con- Final agreementfactorswereRe :0.142, R*o: 0. lll,
taminated by some HgrCl, was sealedin a thin-walled V
can, and a neutron powder diffraction pattern was taken
(A)andangles(')
TABLE
4. Interatomic
distances
at a nominal wavelengthof 1.595 A on the high-resolution neutron powder diffractometerD2B at the ILL, Grenoble, France. Difraction data were measuredin 0.025' Hg-Hg"
2.512(2)
2.50s(3)
2.s16(2)
steps over an angular range of 0-165". The data were Hg-Clb
3.026(6)
3.015(2)
3.010(6)
3.O2s(21
3.025(2)
3.030(2)
analyzedin the 20 range l2- I 50owith a multiphase pow- Hg-Cl"
3.0e0(3)
Hg-Cld
3.095(8)
3.076(8)
der neutron profile refinement program (Wiles and Young, Hg-o
2.182(7)
2.1e2(2)
2.165(7)
2.48(7)
2.494('t1)
2.59(7)
1981;Schneider,1987).The refinementwas initiated with o-o"
1.055(32)
the structure data of Mereiter and Zemann (1976), taking o-H
e6.1(1
Hg*Hg-clo
s5 9(2)
96.2(2)
)
into account the HgrCl, admixture, and convergedat Ro Hg*Hg-ct"
108.3(1)
108.3(1
108.1(1)
)
102.4(1)
: 0.20 and R*p : 0. 18. A Fourier synthesiscalculatedat HgtHg-clo
102.5(1)
102.3(1)
164.2(9)
163.s(2)
Hg.Hg-o
162.7(9)
this stageshoweda distinct negative scatteringdensity at Clb-Hg-Cl"
(1)
79.1(1)
79.1
78.e(1)
(1)
78.1
or close to 0,0,0, which could be attributed only to the CF-Hg-Clo
77.9(2)
78.3(2\
1433(1)
143.1(2)
143.6(2)
presenceof a H atom at this location. Its introduction clqHg-cld
100.9(e)
99.1(9)
9e.6(2)
clb-Hg-o
into the calculationscauseda significant drop in R values ctqHg-o
78.7(1)
79.1(3)
78.s(3)
77.2(1)
77.6(3)
77.3(3)
Oy =0.05), but with little diference between placement ctd-Hg-o
113.5(7)
113.7(1)
114.6(7)
of the H atom at the center of symmetry [0,0,0; position Hg-O-Hgr
11 3 . 7 ( 1 )
Hg-O-H
' Copies of Tables I and 3 may be ordered as Document AM92-501 from the BusinessOfrce, Mineralogical Societyof America, 1130 SeventeenthStreet NW, Suite 330, Washington, DC
20036, U.S.A. Pleaseremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.

Note; NX : naturaleglestonite,X-raydata of Mereiterand Zemann(1976).
SX : synthetic eglestonite,X-ray data, this work. SN : synthetic eglestonite, neutron powder data, this work. Symmetry code: none x, y, z; (a)
V, - x, y, -zi (b) -2, x, y - y2i @)V2- y, z, -x; (d) x,V2 - y, -zi (e)
-x, -y, -z; (t) z, x, y.
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view of t/zx t/z x Yzof the unit cell of
Fig. 2. Stereoscopic
in TaFor simplicity,andin contrastto coordinates
eglestonite.
Fig.l. observ"u
*u **t*.u o.urrontlr**,"";J;:,
positions(x,y'z : 000
in
centered
were
drawn
2,
H
atoms
ble
-8
rto/oHgrCl..Only
with
syntheticeglestonite
contaminated
pattem(20< 150')is shown. and equivalentpositions).
parr(2|: 12-102')of thecomplete
StarsindicatewhereHg.Cl,contributessignificantlyto the pro(observed-calculated)
file.A difference
curveappearsat the botThe most important resultsof our presentinvestigation
tom ofthe figure.
are
I . In confirmation of the earlier X-ray investigation of
:
plot
profile
in
Figure
natural
eglestoniteby Mereiter and Zemann (1976), the
is
shown
of the
and R, 0.065. A
l, numeric details and profile dala are given in Table 3, present X-ray single crystal and neutron powder diffracand atomic parametersare given in Table 2. According tion study shows that in synthetic eglestonitethe atomic
to the refined scalefactors the sample contained 8.5 wto/o ratio Hg:Cl:O is also 6:3:2 and not 4:2:l , as proposedby
HgrClr. The resultsof the neutron diffraction confirm that Hillebrand and Schaller (1910), Vershkovskaya et al.
the analytical HrO content of synthetic eglestonitefound (1979),andKovaleva and Vasiliev (1987)for natural maby Mereiter and Zemann (1976) is due to the presenceof terial.
2. Neutron powder diffraction confirms that the anastructural H atoms.
lytical HrO content of synthetic eglestonite(Mereiter and
IR spncrnl
Z,emann,1976)did not originate from intergranular HrO
Infrared spectraofpure hand-picked synthetic eglesto- or from fluid inclusions but is due to structural H atoms
nite were recorded in the range v : 4000-300 cm-r with that are bonded to O atoms. These H atoms are in poa Perkin-Elmer grating spectrometerand the KCI pellet sitions previously derived from crystal chemical argutechnique. The spectra agree with those published by ments and take part in the formation of short O-H-O type
Vershkovskayaet al. (1979) and by Kovaleva and Vasi- H bonds. Becauseall atomic positions are fully occupied
liev (1987) in that they show no recognizableabsorption within the limits of experimental accuracy,the chemical
band between4000 and 500 cm 1,the rangein which OH formula of synthetic eglestonite is confirmed to be
valence vibrations are known to occur. The first observ- [Hgr].ClrOrH, as proposed by Mereiter and Znmann
able band is at approximately 400 cm ' (very broad) and (r976).
3. Synthetic and natural eglestonite show very good
was attributed by Vershkovskaya et al. (1979) to Hg-O
in the structure data determined by X-ray sinagreement
found
were
below
300
vibrations. A few additional bands
gle crystal methods (Table 2; differencesbetween atomic
cm I by the authors mentioned above.
Part of our sampleusedfor IR spectroscopywas heated parametersof NX and SX divided by their pooled estiin a closed tube, resulting in the formation of condensed mated standard deviations vary between 0.2 and 1.9; no
HrO, whereas blank tests with HgrCl, were negative in evidence exists for a partial occupancyofthe Hg,Cl, and
that respect.This test demonstratedthat routine powder O sites). Therefore, we have to conclude that they both
IR spectroscopyfailed to detect a significant amount of contain H atoms at the same location, as found by neutron powder diffraction from synthetic eglestonite.Omitbonded H in the caseofeglestonite.
ting H from the chemical formula of natural eglestonite
DrscussroN
would induce valencies contradicting general experience
The structure of eglestoniteconsistsof four interpene- and, further, O"'O distances clearly less than all welltrating cubic (10,3) nets (Wells, 1984) of composition establishedVan der Waals distances(Zemann, 1986).
4. The O-H-O H bond in eglestonite, for which an
(Hgr)rO, in which O atoms form three O-Hg bonds and
are connected by Hg-Hg dumbbells situated along each O-O distance of 2.59(7) A was found previously (X-ray
link of the net. The nets are held togetherby short O-H-O data; Mereiter and Z,emann, 1976), is only 2.49(l) A in
bonds and by Cl ions coordinated to six Hg atoms in the synthetic eglestonite (neutron data). This is one of the
form ofa distorted octahedron (Fig. 2). The coordination shortest known H bonds between two otherwise exclufigure of Hg, formed by one Hg atom, three Cl atoms, sively metal-bonded O atoms. Becauseof its length, which
'O H bonds by
and one O atom, is irregular (cf. Mereiter and Zcmann, exceedsthe shortestknown types of O''
in
eglestoniteis
bond
approximately 0.05 A, the O-H-O
1976).
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probably asymmetric, and not symmetric, as ideally required by the centrosymmetric space group la3d. The
structure model preferred for the final neutron powder
refinement is in agreementwith this assumption, and the
structure may be regardedas disordered in this respect.
5. Whereas the experimental results of our IR investigationson syntheticeglestoniteagreevery well with those
of Vershkovskaya et al. (1979) and Kovaleva and Vasiliev (1987) on natural material, the conclusions are different. As the same material that gave IR spectrawith no
OH peaks gave rise to analytical HrO and resulted in H
in the structure located through neutron diffraction studies, we must conclude that eglestonite is one of those
compounds with short H bonds for which IR spectraare
insensitive to OH stretching vibrations-at least for routine powder work. Another such example among mineralsis pectolite,with a shortH bond of O.. .O :2.473(2\
A (tak6uchi and Kudoh, 1977), for which difficulties in
detecting OH in the IR absorption spectrawere reported
(Ryall and Threadgold,1966;Hammer, 1989).
6. As the chemical formulas of Br-bearing eglestonite
and the Br-dominant analoguekadyrelite, determined by
Vasiliev and l,avrentiev (1986) and Vasiliev (1987), respectively,are not in agreementwith the well-established
ratio of Hg:Cl:O : 6:3:2 for both natural and synthetic
eglestonite,and as their methods for the determination
ofH were not adequate,we suggestthat the generalform
of the chemical formula of eglestonite, [Hgr]rClrOrH,
should also be applied to Br-bearing eglestoniteand kadyrelite.
It is useful to emphasize the difficulties in recording
signalsof OH stretching vibrations by routine IR methods occur only ifthe correspondingH bond is very short.
In the much more common caseswith medium to long
H bonds.say with O..'O > 2.6 A, IR spectroscopy
is
very sensitive,as noted in the investigation ofshakovite,
[Hgr]rSbO.(OH).(Tillmanns et al., 1982).
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